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Hybrid Architectural Studio

The new architectural entrepreneur institute will 
feature qualities from a traditional school, an office 
space, and individual home studios. This will create 
a remarkable learning environment for various levels 
of students and aspiring professionals. It’s a hybrid 
school designed with the intention of satisfying three 
diverse building types. The result will give way to a 
prototype that fosters developing the careers of 
architects before and after they graduate. 

How to make these spaces successful?

- Direct relationships between programs in plan

- Tying togther the vertical portions of the building

- Utilizing effective components from the studio in the 
collaborative spaces.

- Determining how to use circulation to shape the 
space.

- Being able to define the edges between the collab-
orative areas and their adjacent program

- Put the spaces on display to the users and the 
public 
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What’s the In-Between space?

- The collaboration fills the void

- Mixture of programmatic elements

- Connections between different practices

- Define the duality of these interstitial spaces

- Relating to the individual space

- Make these spaces the focal points of the institute.

ARCHITECTURAL HYBRID 
STUDIO
The innovative institute blends the professionalism of the city with the 
teachings of a studio-based architecture school in the neighborhood of 
Bronzeville. Thus, this helps the students become exposed to the real 
world practice, attaining professional principles and experience in the 
field.

The new institute becomes an incubator for learning and producing great 
architecture. It combines individuals at various stages of their profession-
al and educational careers. Graduate students, graduates, and working 
architects share space and together create a unique learning environment 
The most significant of these spaces are the various flexible collaborative 
areas. 

These collaborative areas are defined by the spaces around them there-
fore becoming the space in between. They are also connections between 
practices, studios, and individuals. 
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Exploded Axon: 1” = 32’



Cross Section Facing West: 1” = 20’

Longitudinal Section Facing West: 1” = 20’


